Financial
Management 2.0
Software to ensure money is effectively
operationalized to best defend your
resources and justify your budgets.

A Modern POM Solution
Organize Data for Action. Overcome data
gaps, structure your data consistently and
connect disparate systems

Prioritize Collaboratively. Collect the tacit
knowledge of all SMEs to deeply evaluate
available options.

Automate Requirements Collection. Reduce
requirements collection, errors, and meetings
with a single dynamic process

Rapidly Analyze Results. Powerful
visualizations simplify real-time data analysis
allowing for dynamic changes.
Gain a Command-level view. Leadership can
easily assess and compare requests from
across their command utilizing a consistent
scoring criteria.

Plan the future,
sustain today
Connect and automate your POM process
for the clarity and efficiency required to
deploy limited resources to meet your
mission most effectively.

Connected POM
Planning

Structured Budget
Formulation

Dynamic Spend Plans
& Obligation Tracking

Automated UFR
Prioritization

Modernize for the
future while maintaining
today with full visibility
into execution and
outcome of funding

Manage predecisional data to
formulate a more
responsive budget

Ensure spending is
executed toward the
highest priority

More efficiently
collect, rank, and
prioritize unfunded
requirements

“

Decision Lens ensures projects of the highest
relative merit are consistently programmed,
budgeted and executed first.
Vice Admiral Adam M. Robinson, USN, MC Surgeon General of the Navy

The Result
Alternative Courses of Action. Dynamically
incorporate feedback from leadership and rapidly
develop alternative courses of action
Ongoing Mission Alignment. Ensure every dollar is
spent preparing for the future by developing
emergent capabilities
Budget Justification. Defend existing allocations to
ensure funding is not withdrawn.
Access Additional Funds. Proactive financial
management improves the opportunity to be
eligible for additional funds.

Designed for
Government
Secure
FedRAMP, IL-2 Compliant,
IL- 4/5 Ready
Flexible Contract
NASA SEWP, 8(a), GSA, and
Other Agency-Specific
Vehicles
Hosting Options
AWS GovCloud SaaS, AgencyNetworks (NIPR, SIPR, JWICS),
Self-Hosted

Decision Lens Clients

Let’s get started.
We have been modernizing public sector planning for 10+ years, evolving our solution to
meet the needs of today while delivering the cutting-edge capabilities of tomorrow.
decisionlens.com

sales@decisionlens.com

